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Automated detection of particles for advanced image processing.

Schematic of Border Particle Stitching feature showing
composite stitched particle and constituent parts.
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Example montage image
created in the
SmartPITM Explorer module.

Example spectrum image
for an identified particle of interest.
Particle categorisation by elemental composition and
morphological classification.
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Review & Retrospective
Analysis
Review Output Mode allows a detailed examination

More than 160 years of experience in optics has laid the
foundation for pioneering light, electron and ion beam
microscopes from Carl Zeiss. Superior integration of imaging
and analytical capabilities provides information beyond
resolution, unlocking the best kept secrets of your sample.

of the results in order to refine and improve the
classification recipes. This mode also allows the operator
to re-examine any particle by returning the stage to the
appropriate particle co-ordinates.
Retrospective Analysis allows the re-evaluation of
existing results using new classification criteria without
the need to re-analyse the sample. SmartPITM offers results
interpretation providing pass or fail recommendation for
quality control and cleanliness applications thereby
removing human subjectivity from all aspects of result
generation.

Manual examination of target particle using
Review Output Mode.

SmartPITM is compatible with the following
product groups:
SEM
Scanning Electron Microscopes
FE-SEM
Field Emission - Scanning Electron Microscopes
CrossBeam ®
CrossBeam® Workstations (FIB-SEM)

With a broad technology portfolio Carl Zeiss provides
instruments both tailored to your requirements and
adaptable to your evolving needs. With our highly versatile
application solutions we endeavor to be your partner of
choice.
Superbly equipped, regional demo centers provide you
with access to our applications expertise developed in
collaboration with world-class partners in industry and
academia. Global customer support is provided by the
Carl Zeiss Group together with an extensive network of
authorized dealers.

twitter.com/zeiss_micro
youtube.com/zeissmicroscopy
flickr.com/zeissmicro

Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH
07745 Jena, Germany
microscopy@zeiss.com
www.zeiss.com/microscopy
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